Radiation exposure of the respiratory tract and associated carcinogenic risk due to inhaled radon daughters.
The atmospheric content of radon and its decay products contributes significantly to the radiation exposure of man even in the normal environment. In this study, the risk for lung cancer induction associated with normal exposure to natural radionuclides is assessed in Salzburg, Austria. Altogether more than a thousand rooms have been investigated by using combined radon grab-sampling methods together with continuous measurements of radon and daughters at different control stations. Dose calculations were carried out for 729 demoscopically selected test persons, considering individual differences in age, sex and life-style and atmospheric nuclide concentrations at different sites. Using a specially developed age-dependent lung model, the dose frequency distribution of the absorbed dose to the basal cells of the bronchial epithelium could be evaluated for the population of Salzburg. Dose modifications caused by anatomical and physiological variabilities as well as microdosimetric considerations of the stochastic events during energy deposition result in a significantly increased dispersion of the dose histogram. Induction of lung cancer due to inhalation of radon and decay products can be correlated with cumulative exposure based on experience with lung cancer incidence amongst uranium miners. Using the recommended range of lifetime risk values of 20-45 X 10(-5)/WLM (UN77), it is shown for Salzburg that about 15% of the observed number of lung cancer cases may be induced by natural radionuclides.